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Further Uncertainty 
Robert Kelly’s Poetics of Singularity as Revelation1 

George Quasha 

 

The only thing I really look to a poem for is revelation. I think poetry is a true 

revelator in this time, especially in this time, when all the different bibles babble 

so loud you need the desert calm of the feeble poem to hear a new word come to 

life. What the poem reveals is what the poet didn’t know—that’s the first test. 

When the poem surprises you by what it’s just made you say, or made your hand 

write, then we’re on the way. …Not just to say what has never been thought. But 

to say in clear words something that cannot be thought. Let language lead the 

way….  
A Voice Full of Cities,  

from a conversation with Simone dos Anjos and Pietro Aman (2006)2   
 

The incomprehensible provokes the reader to acts of preternatural awareness. 
(Statement for the Modern Poetry Conference at CUNY, Feb 2012 )3 

 

My aim here in stepping inside another poet’s intention is to honor work’s 

implicit request to be read as it is written. As a young poet I was struck by Robert 

Duncan’s saying that he and Olson created a poetry that had to be read at the level of 

its poetics. The implication seemed to be that a poetry with a conscious poetics 

requires conscious reading reflecting a willing awareness of non–consensual 

workings, a mimesis of processes rather than a detached assessment by pre-
                                                        
1 This paper was written for presentation on one of three panels on Robert Kelly, directed by Burt 
Kimmelman and Kimberly Lyons at the 48th Louisville Conference on Literature & Culture, February 
20-22, 2020. Related to a current project I might call “towards a poietic phenomenology of revelatory 
reading.”  
2 A Voice Full of Cities: The Collected Essays of Robert Kelly, ed. Pierre Joris & Peter Cockelbergh (New 
York/London: Contra Mundum Press, 2014), 77. 
3 Ibid, 726. 
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accepted values, aesthetic or otherwise. Such poiesis involves a complex mirroring 

between writing and reading, and the parity between them implies the mysterious 

reality of poiesis as not more on one side of the writing-reading divide than the 

other. An uncertain state of affairs which for Robert Kelly is the very site of 

revelation. 

Conscious poetics intention, in Kelly’s view as I work with it, valorizes the 

unknown as source of transformative focus. Poet may pursue percept, image, 

symbol for its intrinsic, but only vaguely understood, likeness, yet the likeness 

sustains itself as other. The paradox likeness as other could have various resonances, 

from Olson’s favored line of Heraclitus—We are estranged from that which is most 

familiar—to a notion I want to call mirroring by alterity. The latter speaks to an 

ambivalent range of reflective experience extending from the poem of uncertain 

origin as received or dictated, as in Blake or Spicer, to the ongoing poietic attraction 

to alien and alienating appearance, the oscillatory dynamic of contraries, of 

attraction and repulsion, of the erotic and the threatening. One mirrors alterity 

when the perceived other takes hold and is undetachable from self image, a 

confusion of mirror neurons unaccountably firing off as never before, or indeed a 

proprioceptive sense counter-intuitively projected outward in field awareness. 

Proprioception as the neuro-physiological system by which, say, one can find one’s 

nose in the dark, becomes hyper-physiological in what I’m calling 

ecoproprioception4—the perceptual sense of self-awareness at a remove from actual 

                                                        
4 I have developed this notion in several other essays, including those in the book Poetry in Principle 
(Dispatches/Spuyten Duyvil, 2019); see also online at 
dispatchespoetrywars.com/commentary/healing-poetics-george-quasha/ and 

https://www.dispatchespoetrywars.com/commentary/healing-poetics-george-quasha/
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body. This sense most obviously addresses the dynamic of performative language 

fields such as a live poetry reading or a Jackson Mac Low “Vocabulary” for group 

improvisation where accurate listening to others is a core value. But, less obviously, 

it is also a dynamic of poiesis on paper. The mind writing and the mind speaking or 

thinking while walking have all essentials in common.  

When Robert Kelly says, above, “Let language lead the way” or, in The Mill of 

Particulars, “Language is the only genetics,”5 he exploits language as property held 

in common, inherently offering a complex coinherence of self and other. A complete 

communication gets confused with listener; we can think in likeness and still co-

articulate difference. The poet overtly engages this otherwise covert state of 

confused affairs and intends for its realization as possibility in text. And the mystery 

of how this comes about, particularly at a transformative level, is the unending work 

of poetics and indeed its mindfulness. Kelly—no less than Olson, Duncan, and Spicer 

before him—sees language itself as the matrix of this mystery—an ongoing telling 

or récit inseparable from poiesis in any of its possible manifestations, and not 

particularly according to models, verse forms, concepts, and the like. And it projects 

an angel in the road ahead (if I may abuse the Avicennan symbol) in the form of a 

possible reader—an unknown entity, an impersona who gazes into our undiscovered 

being. This reverses the first level of mysterious ecoproprioceptive startle in 

mirroring by alterity, leading to a Cocteau-like heresy of Orpheus crossing through 

                                                                                                                                                                     
dispatchespoetrywars.com/commentary/poetics-thinking-george-quasha/. Forthcoming on 
Dispatches in a special section on ecopoetics is my essay “Eco/proprioception.” 
5 (Los Angeles: Black Sparrow Press, 1973), 11. 

https://www.dispatchespoetrywars.com/commentary/poetics-thinking-george-quasha/
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the mirror to another dimension. Poiesis occupies the threshold of otherness and 

sets up an ambi-valent site of razor’s edge liminality. 

How does this conscious and consequential liminality serve Kelly’s declared 

aspiration: language, récit, poiesis as revelation? I’ll mention several Kelly books 

briefly for what they can tell us about revelatory approaches to language. Aspects of 

his approach to revelation were implicit in Charles Stein’s and my 1973 recorded 

conversation with Kelly (along with Helen Kelly and Susan Quasha), foregrounding 

The Loom6 and his sense of ta’wil, the exegetical practice of medieval Sufis like 

Avicenna, Suhrawardi, and Ibn ‘Arabi via the great French scholar of Islam, Henry 

Corbin.7  Corbin’s rendering of Sufi hermeneutics was already integrated with 

poetics in the work of Charles Olson, Robert Duncan, and Robert Creeley, among 

others.8 In our dialogue about ta’wil—beyond Corbin’s rubric, “the exegesis that 

leads the soul back to its truth”—it means a unique event, a particular intensive 

reading of a given text, rather than a conventional or dogmatic procedural approach. 

Kelly emphasized ta’wil’s connection to traditionary Récit or Recital, which he calls 

“the endless and/or beautiful stories that spill themselves out of uncertain 

meaning…. [And a] clear absence of final moral focus in the récit reminds me very 

much of the same thing in The Loom. … I mean I take the récit to be that kind of fable 

                                                        
6 (Los Angeles: Black Sparrow Press: 1975). 
7 “Ta’wil or How to Read: A Five-way Interactive View of Robert Kelly," A City Full of Voices: Essays on 
the Work of Robert Kelly, ed. Pierre Joris with Peter Cockelbergh and Joel Newberger (New 
York/London: Contra Mundum Press, 2019), 476. Originally published in Vort, vol. 2, no. 2, 1974, 
108. Online: quasha.com/writing-2/on-poetry-poetics/dialogos/tawil-or-how-to-read. 
8 Tom Cheetham has compiled an ongoing list of over fifty poets and writers who have some 
connection to Corbin, of whom some had a strong engagement, such as Gerrit Lansing, John Clarke, 
Robin Blaser, Ted Enslin, Kenneth Irby, Diane Di Prima, Peter Lamborn Wilson, Roberts Avens, Eric 
Mottram, Nathaniel Mackey, Charles Stein, Elizabeth T. Grey, Michael Boughn, Joseph Donahue, Peter 
O’Leary, among others. See: academia.edu/s/25a53ca0a3/visionary-recitals-sourcebook-1. 
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that cannot be paraphrased, and thus all the récits of Alchemy, which are, I suppose, 

as close to it as the West generally has…. These are stories that must be read and the 

reading of them is itself the [alchemical] ‘operation.’”  

Four interrelated notions, articulated in Kelly’s clarifying statement, point to 

important ongoing concerns in his work, comprising the core principle I regard as a 

poetics of singularity: namely, uncertain meaning, telling that cannot be paraphrased, 

the récits of alchemy, and reading itself as the transformative operation. As narrative 

process The Loom fits the description as a rather dreamlike, non-ordinary and 

singular process performative of a profound, initiatic ritual action of transformative 

consequence, and yet does not map onto traditionary procedure. And such a récit 

cannot be known in advance of its performative narrative action. Here the visionary 

that accompanies récit in Corbin’s title Avicenna and the Visionary Recital9 stands in 

Kelly’s practice as a key gloss on revelation. It appears only inside the telling, 

inseparable from an individual’s own necessity in performing its action, and without 

which that individual would not complete an aspect of self-realization—a species of 

realization not otherwise achievable than by the poem itself. It cannot be 

characterized by abstraction referencing previous actions or authorized by literary, 

mythic, religious, philosophical, or psychological precedent, because any precedent 

would miss its singular necessity, its poietic ontology unknowable outside the action 

of its telling. 

Viewed as récit, any narrative, even linked to the past, undergoes singular 

transformation in the radical configurative act of poietic reading, where context 

                                                        
9 (New York: Bollingen Series LXVI, Pantheon Books, 1960) 
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itself enters a process of revisioning. In our dialogue, Kelly specified that the issue of 

new poetics was not only a matter of innovative writing but, perhaps even more, of 

unprecedented acts of processual reading, such as “the first time that somebody is 

able, say, to read Basil Valentine or Paracelsus as a processual document, rather than 

as a guide to operations with crucibles… because I think those are the moments of 

achievement in our consciousness.” Interest in how to read poietic text was 

famously taken up by Pound in How to Read (1931) and The ABC of Reading (1934) 

and related to high cultural values; in Olson the emphasis moves to a “stance toward 

reality”; and in Kelly to the processual and transformative integrated with personal 

life, as in the opening line of The Loom #16: “I want to change my mind.” This raises 

the ante on expectations of reading: to meet the poem at its own level of action. The 

mimesis of reading becomes the speculative mirroring of alternative states of being, 

hypothetical ontologies of languaging self-otherness. Poiesis both as writing and 

reading is the noetic action implied by Stevens’ “poem of the mind in the act of 

finding/what will suffice,” but where “suffice” opens to radical otherness in 

journeying that is fully psychonautic. Reading is not only appreciative and 

discriminating as an educated view from the sidelines; reader undergoes the non-

ordinary text as fully initiatic. Indeed poet and reader have a similar ontological 

status as recipients of a telling in its firstness.  

In the books following The Loom, the sense of récit shows up variously in trace-

like emergence, sometimes shifting from extended narrative to the micro-narratives 

of reflective and self-interruptive syntax. Narrative gets demonized at times, even 

within its own process as in The Loom 16: “I hated narrative,/hated the past 
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tense/that plagued my life,/sucked attention away/from the tender skin of now,” or 

in a  work like The Hexagon (2016), where in #55 we read “narrative repels,” 

“narrative is anxiety.”10 Of course storytelling in The Loom was already largely 

pseudo-narrative, self-disruptive, processual unfolding, and synchronicity-based 

emergent structure. The inquiry into telling—récit—is in continuous refinement as 

exploring the syntax that purveys story.  

Indeed pretty much any Kelly book can be viewed as its own syntax, grammar, 

and modality of reading, each an opportunity for alteration in readership, a further 

listening within lingual process, itself poetic impulse as singular poiesis. Telling as 

one-time unique event. In his 1990 statement for World Authors, he addresses  

two formal strivings in my work: towards a syntax that connects everything, 

every which way—pompously call it polysyntaxis. The height of the 

polysyntactic in my work is the long poem Sentence….  

The other striving is towards a link-resistant, dissociative energy, that 

creates a music of interruption, deflection, resistance. With equal pomposity 

call that allocentric. The word or image or line finds its center outside itself and 

strives to reach it, only to be repelled by the equipollent outward-reaching of 

the other word or image or line to which it yearns. As like poles of the magnet 

“repel” by the ardor of their similarity, so these lines mean to snap away from 

each other, and leave space, space open. The high evidence for this in my work 

is the book-length poem The Flowers of Unceasing Coincidence… [and long 

before] the locking and unlocking stanzas of Axon Dendron Tree.11 

 

                                                        
10 (Boston: Black Widow Press, 2016), 24. 
11 A Voice Full of Cities, 720. 
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While Kelly distances himself from formal philosophy (“Philosophers are noisy 

victims of what they thought,” The Hexagon #310)12, and despite an occasional 

“against theory” posture, theorizing poetics is one of his native languages, and no 

contemporary poet is more enactive of poetics-driven poiesis; yet his commitment 

to the singular and first-time language event of reality-determining force—to radical 

linguality—keeps the poiesis fresh to the point of otherness. The notion of singular 

holds its ambiguity as unique, zero point dimensionality, once only, as well as 

uncanny, unaccountable, preternatural.  Thus, as cited above, “The incomprehensible 

provokes the reader to acts of preternatural awareness.” The poem is language in a 

state of open transmission of unrealized possible value. Mind knows its meaning 

through what it encounters in poietic journeying, always only now in the telling: 

“intimate structure/yearning for your close/attention, tension between/you and 

what you see” [The Loom 16, 191] And in the 1990 statement he identifies “sketchy 

myths that rise out of the friction of words” with Whitman’s “‘the flanges of words’ 

ever bearing on one another.” And: “What I believe and have worked to make 

believable is that the poem is revelation—of mind by mind to mind through 

language.” 

 The 1988 title The Flowers of Unceasing Coincidence,13 from 11th century 

Marpa the Translator’s offering to the speech of the Lamas requesting blessings for 

the poet’s speech, indicates that the array of syntactic variation and oscillatory 

states of mind is itself unceasing display of richness in open space and unlimited 

self-telling. And this text of 672 non-regular short-poem sections “tries to escape the 
                                                        
12 The Hexagon, 92. 
13 (Barrytown, New York: Station Hill Press, 1988). 
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false comforts of continuity and reach the space that opens between words.” Poem 

65 reads: “sense is not there to be found/you have to make sense/you make by 

finding/but not finding it.” In the unaccountable mirroring of poiesis, identity itself 

is reframed a bit uncannily in the telling, as in poem 182: “I set out to dismember 

language/but went too far/and now myself am spoken.” Out of this middle voice 

reorientation of speaker arises a certain ecstasy of revelation, as in poem 183: 

“pervading everything the scent of bliss/benefits all beings who have heard the 

Whisper.” Here a Whitmanian embrace of all and everything driving a motivation to 

“say everything”—a recurrent declaration throughout Kelly’s work—dovetails with 

a Blakean/Mosaic wish for all to be prophets, now in a Buddhist register.  

 In the emergent range of verse forms in Kelly’s powerful later books like 

Uncertainties (2011)14 and The Hexagon (2016), polysyntaxis is the grammatical 

permission to engage vast dimensional differences in discrete verbal actions, 

something like fractal modules working the fine edges of scale invariant lingualities.  

Sentence (1980),15 a serpentine syntactic exploration of its own nominal permission, 

flattens out the module allowing the onrush of voice to flow through a visually semi-

regular format of open, unpunctuated 4-line units, which in the later two books 

squeeze down to the self-contained line as unit, an increasingly black-hole-like 

collapse into singular zero-point density. Kelly’s early dictum of poietic recital as 

“ta’wil of the first line,” an opening out of a first seed, easily applied to The Loom, 

and then later, with the dismemberment of narrative, all lines become “first,” ta’wil 

of their own action, close-up auto-hermeneutics, in revelation of noumenal 
                                                        
14 (Barrytown, New York: Station Hill Press, 2011). 
15 (Barrytown, New York: Station Hill Press, 1980). 
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alternatives. Revelation reveals what revelation is. In revelation through aporia 

there’s mimetic polysyntactic mirroring of states of complexity, where “nature” is 

mind itself, displayed linguality in its mode of operation. Or as we read in 

Uncertainties #2: 

  

be a mirror until you break 

 

be a tumbler till you fall    

fill or drown, just be unsure 

 

uncertainty is all 

 

Barrytown, February 2020 

 

   

 

 

 


